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What is a cynic?
A man who knows
the price of everything a nd the value
of nothing.

The affirmation of
one's life. happiJ]ess. grow1h. and
freedom is rooted
in one ' s capacity
t o love,
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Council Supports Academic Freedom
Elective Choice Cards
Not Binding; Only a Survey
Courses listed on the elective choice card will not become "mandatory electives." The cards, according to Mr. Loeliger,
were used as a guide in planning the elective courses lo be offered
in the spring.
The objectives of the survey were to assess student needs, to
incorporate them into the elecwill reflect, as far as possible,
tive planning, and to facilitate the needs which the student
the use of automation in re- body previously stated. If the
igstration procedures. W h e n
poU was an accurate measure
the c!,a1 a was compiled, it was
of student course preferences,
presented to Dr. Raths, co-or- there should be a better
dinator of curriculum. Dr.
chance that the student will be
Ralhs, in turn, made the reable to take the courses he
sults available to department
chose. However, to privic!,e for
chairmen to use in t h e i r situations in which this cannot
planning. Based on the 65 per
be done, each student will list,
cent return, it has become ob- with his registration forms, a
vious that certain courses are
second choice.
likely to be chosen by a large
The success of the entire
number or students, while othprogram is dependent u p o n
ers are likely to have a small the prompt return of registraenrollment. As far as college
tion materials. It is vital that
capab1hlies permit, these pre- the student mail back t n e
ferences have been considered.
forms immediately, s i n c e
Sometime within the next access to IBM machines i s
two to three weeks, the stulimited lo a specific time. If
dents wiJJ receive the usual the Registrar's office cannot
1·egist i-ation forms. includ-ing process the forms at the desi~quired
our""' Ju,ts and a n
nated time, the entire program
e\ect\ve COUTM \\II\. The \al.WT

w\U. be affected.

a

Extra Students
Change Facuity
Student Ratio
Information received f r o m
Mr. Elias in the Field Services
division of Newark State College has contradicted a statement which appeared in t h e
October 21st issue of the Independent. An article which appea red in that issue stated that
a 13-1 student faculty ratio exists al this college. However,
this number did not take night
s tudents into account.
There are approximately 4700 graduate a n d undergraduate students attending night
school, and 1200 off - campus
students which incluce t h e
Neptune, Morris Hi 1 I s and
Fort Hancock areas. A b o u t
sixty per cent of these students
are taught by resident faculty.
Therefore,
approximately
thirty - !i\'e hundred students
should be added to the day
school total. These extra s t u dents cause a rise in the ratio from 13-1, to 22-1.
The number of resident faculty teaching at night varies
in each department. Ab o u t
ninety per cent of the d a y
professors teach at night. I n
Social Science and E nglish,
there are comparatively few.
The night school enables the
day school to hire specialists
and then use them in b o t h
night and, day classes.
All of the evening professors
are hired on departmental recommendations from the day
school.

Policy Statement Advocating Academic
Freedom, ls Supported by Student Council
At the October 29 meeting of Student Council decisions were m
·
vese case, controversy al Bloomfield College and an open forum ~:epool~t.acald~mt icl_freedom, the GenoCouncil app
d
1·
•
1 1ca s1 ua ions
r O ve a po 1cy s tatement supporting academ i fr d
I
·
cognizes academic freedom as "A prerequisite for th
~ ~e ~m. n the s~ate~ent, council re•
the term as: "The right of the members of the a d e pi ese1 vahon of the university,' and defines
teach the truth as they see it." Council sees acad~~t~1c com""!~nity lo see~, _discover, publish and
that an authority inside or outside the universit
c reedlom not as a pnv1lc,ge, or a concession,
Y may proper Y grant or deny, qualify or regulate
according to its interests O r
discretion", but rather as "the
right and responsibility of the
student to participate fully in
independent inquiry and ~riticism and the freedom of the
educator to investigate;
to
draw conclusions, to impart his
knowledge, and to hold and
promulgate his beliefs in an
atmosphere of freedom."

Al Recor d. P:realcwnt of S tu delll O:c9ania&iion

LaU.g.h[•tn WitnS

the cards are processed,
a.I
sections in great demand will lYlC
be enlarged and new sections
of overloaded courses will be
designed where possible. After the students' forms have
been processed, most students
will be completely registered.
However, there will be a walkthrough 1 i n e for exceptions.
The student will be sent a
card with his sched,ule on it as ,,,

Presidency; Next
Is Council Race

McLaughlin

( Continued on page 6)

SCATE Conducts
Fourth Annual
Freedom Fast
Thursday, November 18 will
mark the fourth annual "Fast
for Freedom" sponsored by
the National Student Association, the United States Youth
Council and, at this college,
under the direction of the StUdent Committee for Ad.vancement Through Education (SCATE).

As in past years, the program will be conducted in this
manner: On the 18th, all those
participating in the "Fast"
will abstain from lunch and
the money which they would
ordinarily speno at th is time
will be donated to provide
Thanksgiving dinners for families in the Black Belt a rea of
the United States, (Alabama,
Mississippi, etc.) These families very often have little
source of income because their
activities in t h e Civil Rights
Movement caused them to lose
their jobs.
The possibility of having a
hootenany on the date of the
Fast is being explored.

Freshmen
elections were
held on Friday, October 29th
with J oseph McLaughlin being
elected president. McLaughlin
succeeded in c!,efeating J o h n
D ePalma for the office. Th e
position of vice-president was
won by William R anges in a
very close race against Vincent Nardiello. Leslie Richter
was successful over Georgette
Trezza in the race for corresponding secretary and Leslie
Ziperstein defeated Co 1 I e n
Beckart, and Frank Lineberry
d.efeated Angel a Rippo for the
posts of recording secretary
and treasure resrpectively.
B alloting climbed over th e
fifty per cent level in all categories with the heavist voting
in the recording secretary and
treasurer positions. The average number of votes cast being 465.
The new class officers assumed their positions on t h e
day of election. There remains
one more election for the freshmen this semester and that is
for the position of council representatives. Th i s election
will be held in mid. - Novem(Continued on page 6)

. In the statement, Council provides that certain rights and
responsibilities be maintained.
and expresses faith in the intellectual ability of the student.
Council upholds free spe?ch
and expresses faith in the intellectual ability of the student.
That partisan, political student
groups provide a service in
developing leadership a n d
awareness is maintained. That
the \eacher be tr- lrom. in-

••it.i•uooal ~~

Wilkins Gives

Support to
Academic Freedom
President Eugene G. Wilkins
reiterated his stand on academic freec-om in an interview
to the Independent. Dr. Wilkins stated that he was in favvor of academic freedom and
all its aspects, but feared that
it could be threatened by extremism both from the left
and the right.

r dis- ---c...1

cfpfine as Jong as he is pro-

f essionally responsible is de•
clared. Council opposes loyalty oaths as a prerequisite for
college employment stating
that these are "destructive of
academic freedom and procedurally ineffective, not necessarily guaranteeing loyalty
towards one's country."

A second policy statement
concerning the Genovese Case,
was a lso approved. In th i s
statement, Council "condemned the attempts of candidates
for public office to infringe upon the academic freedom of
Since 1960, a statement has the Stat e University." "The
appeared in the Faculty Hand- unethical manner m which mabook. This statement is part of ny of the news media throughthe report signed by Dr. Wil- out the state handled the enkins and presented to the Mid- tire case", was censured, and
dle States Association of Col- Council took issue with t h e
leges and Secondary Schools. R utgers Board of Governors
for its use of loyalty oaths.
The statement reads:
Copies of this resolution are
"The very nature of educa- being sent to Governor Richtion in a free society is de- ard D Hughes Senator Wayne
President
pendent on the unrestricted Dumont, Rutgers
pursuit and publication o f Mason A. Gross, Chairman of
Knowledge and on the respon- the Rutgers Board of Goversible expression of opinion. nors, Charles H . Brower, the
The teacher in the classroom Communication media, and all
must be aware of his right and other appropriate individuals
duty to discuss and to encour- and agencies.
•.-.
age discussion of controversial
At Council's approval, a telematters within h i s subject
gram was sent to Mr. Ralph
field and with which he is pre- Conte, mayor of Bloomfield
pared, as a scholar, to deal. and to the president of BloomNot only must the teacher feel field College supporting Bloomfreedom from restriction by field College's attempt to buy
administrative officers, trust- a tract of land adjacent to the
ees or boards, but it is his re- campus for expansion of camsponsibility to keep his col- pus facilities. A boys' club allege, his school and all those so wishes to purchase this
holc!-ing
responsibility thereland.
fore, informed as to any other
Tentative plans for an open
restrictions which hamper or
threaten his freedom of honest forum on political situations
were accepted by Council from
inquiry and expression.
The college, university, or a committee chaired by Dennis Deverin.
(Continued on page 4)
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T H E

Lasl year there was much discussion and inlerest within
the student govern ment about the College Union proposal.
The need for such a facility on the campus is great and the
existence of such a structure would greatly benefit the
students of this college. The profits from the 1965 Carnival
were dedicated to the College Development Committee for
the purpose of building a College Union. The resulting Committee of Ten has done a vast amount of work in this area
and has made substantial progress.
However, where is the interest and discussion on the
Union proposal within lhe student government? It does n ot
exist. Is it now beyond their concern?
For example, one of the more disheartening aspects of
the financial failure of the recent Fall Weekend was that
the "profits" from the prog rams would be dedicated to the
College Union fund. Had Council ever considered this ramification of the program, or any aspect of the program?
Has Council been concerned about the progress of the
Committee of Ten? The answer to these questions is NO.
This is just one example of a condition of apathy existing
on the part of a majority of your Council representatives.
Why does this condition exist? Basically because they d o
not, nor do they care to, fulfill the responsibilities they
ha\'e taken upon themselves as elected representatives of
the students of Newark State College.
Last week certain members of the Council and the Executive Board were disturbed by the editorial criticizing
the inactivity of Council-and rightly so, because they do
devote a great many hours to the Student Organization.
They are fulfilling their responsibility as ~n elected student
representative, and more.
They are forced to do more because 75 1 ~ of your Student
Council representatives do nothi_n~ .. ~hese 75 1 '< _fail to activelv meet their elected respons1b1hties; they misrepresent
you ~and do nothing.
The majority of Council members attend the meetings
of Council if that as a t oken of their "status." 'I'hey proudly parade 'around 'the campus u!1d_er . the facade of "stud~nt
leader." Simply stated, to them 1t 1s Just a_st~tus role which
will look n ice on their college record. This 1s of course assuming that they th ink about their position e n ough to have
that m u ch on their mind!

It is a most pathetic and disg raceful condition.
We must commend Mr. Record, his executive board and
'-'"c unncra\ded 2~• ; of the Council for being ab1e to do
what they have and carry the burden of f u lfilling the re-

sponsibilities of unrepresentative representatives.
A word of caution to the readers: every Council member
will intuitively declare himself a member of the 25rt, we
have mentioned. Their response will be, "It isn't written
about me." Can this really be?????
We do not need to mention individuals, but only ask you,
the students who are supposedly "represented by these
Council members," to demand active participation and representation.
The initiative must come from the students-it is unrealistic to hone that Council members would ever criticize themselves. Everything in their eyes is just "peaches
and cream." If the condition should change they may have
to do some work and live up to their status of ''student
leaders."

In Passing
In passing we would like to mention another condil~on
which also exemplifies a mockery of the representative
system of government at Newark State College. That is the
individual class governments, if we dare use such a term
so loosely. It is perhaps on a smaller scale than the Student
Council but nevertheless an important. aspect of representation ~hich is in dire need of some revitalization.
'~Student Leaders," where are you? Come out, come out
wherever you are!
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pecially when one considers
the selections of food served on
campus? Besides which, i f
one should get hungry o n
campus during the evening,
there is no place on campus to
get something to eat and it
could be quite dangerous t o
walk off campus.
As we have asked previously, are we, the resident st u dents of good ole' N.S.C., prisoners or are we mature young
adults who are actually paying
for all these many privileges
granted us?
Susan Young '68
Deena Ross '68
Nancy Miller '68

November 4. 1965

At other times, parking is restricted to the main parking
lot.

To the Editor:
In answer to Lhe letter tilled
5. Abuse and violation of
"In Rebuttal" by Mike Lussen,
these privileges will result in
there are a few things which
ticketing by security officers
Mr. Lussen should h a v e
and - or other penalilies.
straight in his mind concerning the "female philosophy".
6. Resident students will be
As females, we feel thal he is
expected to inform their guests
incapable of deciding how a
of these regulations and they
woman thinks and !eels, eswill be held responsible f o r
pecially since he is nol a wocompliance.
man. If he thinks Lhal we have
Elizabeth Kopf
been laughl to "c-evelop conditioned inhibition," he had
better think again. Men have
been taught to consider women as tools of their pleasure,
Cheerleader ? ? ?
and at the age between 18 - 21,
To
the E .:lii.tor :
man's pleasure centers around
Where were the cheerleaders
Mouthpiece?
sex expecially. However, naduring
the second half of the
ture has endowed woman with To the Editor:
soccer game on Saturday, 0::an insurance mechanism calIt is quite unfortunate that lober 30th? IL couldn't have
led a desire for "marriage". certain persons do not know,
Women gel just as "turned or perhaps do not want lo re- been because of a lack of supon" as men do before mar- cognize, the PROPER author- port for the team, for t h e
stands were filled with fans to
riage but intuilion a n d ity.
cheer them on. Could it be
common sense keeps us from
Mr. Edward Coyle parallel- that your "outside interests"
giving in. Free love, as M r . led a situation (in which he
Lussen seems to believe in lo and his close friend were in- are more important t h a u
a simple degree, is great for volved) as one "which one might cheering for our SOCCER
the birds - lilerally ! Men and expect to find in the sandbox of TEAM? It seems apparent that
though this may hold true for
women are supposed lo be lhe their local kindergarten."
soccer
it would never happen
superior race - maturity helps
As Mr. Coyle has stated in al a basketball game. Why? ·,
lo make them so. If a m a n his Jetter to the editor (OctobI was not alone in noticing
cannot accept a woman's stan- er 29, 1965), he considers himyour absence during lhe secdards so far as her body is self "an adu lt member of this
ond hal!. The cheerleaders are
concerned, then he is just re- community." If his statement
supposed to be the backbone of
ducing himself to the level of is true, and this 1 rather doubt,
the school spirit here at NSC
an animal. This does not say he should begin to act his role
but if this is to exemplify our
that men a:re animals - w e as an adult member of this school spirit, then we might as
mean the sexually immature community.
well
forget
our spectator
ones are. Theref:>re, Mr. LusBefore writing a letter lo lhe sports.
sen, save all your misguided editor, Mr. Coyle should gel his
Elaine Fisher
theories concerning the f e - facts straight. His close friend
male philosophy. Our virginity was not threatened by Mrs.
is safe only due lo l h e s e Kesin with a room campus, but
"archaic" beliefs concerning was asked to make her friend
l .at•k o f n pvor\.
aware of the regulations conour moral code.
cerning parking. His friend
If you fellows would remember to"go slow" with a girl was also told that if he per- To the Edito:r:
I would like lo question what
and "cool it" with the lines - sisted in disobeying these regno matter how tricky or clever ulations, she would be refer- I feel is the lack of cooperathey may be - you might find red lo the Standards Commit- tion shown by Sigma T h e l a
tee of Whiteman Hall (an ap- Chi for the College Center
yourselves more successful!
pointed committee of resident Board and all college students.
Some Independent Females
On Friday evening, October
students o! Whiteman Ha 11 ).
Mrs. Kesin's role is not lo in- 29th, this fraternity held a parOur Children
flict "punishment." The Stan- Ly for their fraternity brothdards Committee,
however, ers and pledges. This party, of
To the Editor:
which I question lhe legality,
Are the resident students of would deal with the situation was an open antagonistic act
as they saw fit; the members
N.S.C. prisoners being ruled by
of this committee would also against all better student ina dictatorship or are we repronounce "sentence" (after terests here at Newark Slate
sponsible young adults on the
hearing all the facts) if they College.
threshold of guiding today's
Was this fraternity proper in
felt a "sentence" were called
youth?
conflicting with a profit makfor.
In the past six months we
To you, Mr. Coyle, I woul<l ing venture which purported to
have been confined to our one suggest the use of more dis- benefit the students via SUPlittle portion of campus. There cretion and common courtesy port of the Student Union? I,
has been a fence placec be - when addressing the Director for one, do not think so.
hind us for the purpose of sep- of Residence al Whiteman
In keeping with an aroused
arating us from the outside Hall, or any other human be- Greek feeling of spirit, inspirworld, and in the meanwhile. ing for that matter.
ed by an interested I.F.S.C., I
causing an $18,570 parking lol
There have been certain wish that all members or that
to lie dormant. But if we can- rules about parking set up by organization contribute equally
not use this lot for the sense in Mr. Brilliante and his staff. IL lo the success of such venwhich it was built, why may is up lo the members of our tures.
the dear children of Monmouth community a n d their visitors
I trust that more thought will
Road residents use it as a to abide by these rules. For be put inlo such happenings m
playground? Have you e v e r those who are unaware o f
the future.
ducked an arrow or a B-B? the parking regulations involving
Thomas P. Coyle
Have you ever had lo listen to the residence halls, they are
language• lhat was so vile it as follows:
{"'Cootinued on Page 5)
would not be repeated b y
1. The resident hall parking
three drunken sailors?
area is basically an emergenOf course, we always have cy and service area. Fire
our front parking lot - but il apparatus, ambulances, police
Ha , anyone
seems to accommodate only 8 and service vehicles, m u s t
cars for the 250 residents.
have free access when needed.
Naturally this area is reserv2. There are only enough
een a
ed. We suppose for faculty, al- parking
places to
accomthough the signs do not clear- modate resident staff automoly specify. But sometimes, biles in the parking lot.
'· tudent Leader'·?
when we are lucky, our dates
3. The privilege of using this
may use this area for a "load- area for loading and unloading
ing and unloading zone."
luggage and the pick-up a n d
Now, we were just informed, discharge of persons is limited
another restriction has been lo five minutes.
Come to
placed. Have you ever heard
4. Saturday and Su n d a y
of anything as absurd as not guest parking is permitted in
tudent Council
allowing residents to have food the regular parking areas at
delivered to the dorms, es• the power plant and library.
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Newark Teacher Sees
Union As Necessary
What effect does a union have on the teaching profession? With
the teacher's union, does the teacher become a member of a "labor group" or does she remain a "professional"?
Miss Ruth M. Buehrer, a teacher in Newark, has resigned as kindergarten teacher at Hawkins Street School to take the position of
President of the N.T.A., which
is the teacher's union in New- in improving his education.
Can a teacher actually be
ark. Miss Buehrer believes
considered
as "professional"
that both the union and the
school system can "work t o - as a doctor or a lawyer, or do
gether toward improving th e such things as low pay act as
quality of the education pro- a block for the teacher to atgram." Miss Buehrer's state- tain th is?
ment seems to imply that a
According to Miss Buehrer,
union will not lower the status the N.T.A. can bring about
of the teaching profession. On much needed improvements in
the contrary, it can be of great the teacher's working condivalue in supplementing the ef- tions. Through this, the teachfort to improve the education- er can reap the rewards of
being a true professional peral system.
Does a union, in fact, im- son. Miss Buehrer is a "case
prove the lines of communica- in point" which reinforces the
tion between the school a d - concept of a teacher's union
being a means for making the
ministration and the people?
Does a teacher's union act as teaching profession more of a
a means for helping the teach- "profession."
er to become more effective
in his dealings witli the student? Miss Buehrer also s tated that "the orderly discussion
of school problems will make
possible a closer co-ordination
between the policy makers and
the people on the firing line
and will result in benefits to
both teachers and children in
On Tuesday November 2nd,
the city. It will give the mora questionnaire was d-lstribulale of the individual teachers
ed to the student body by the
a considerable lift to know
College Center Broard Prothat they have a say in what
gramming Committee regardtakes place in the school sysing Fall Weekend. According
tem." This seems to indicate
to
Mr. Richard Davidson,
that a union definitely c an
chairman of the committee,
greatly improve the teacher's
the pui:pose of the questionduty of enriching his students,
naire is to obtain the s t u through
better
communicad-ent's reaction lo the entertions between both the a d tainment at Fall Weekend.
minist1·ation and Lhe poeple.
A teacheT knows better than
He states that the college
anyone else what is best for
Center Board may not reflect
the student. With the teachers'
the preferences of the student
right
to voice
an op1ruon
body. The program this year
through such a union, persons
was geared almost exclusively
with the most knowledge of the
to folk singers. The questionchild can actively participate
naire will disclose whether
t h e students desire a more
varied program.

Fall Week end
Evaluated In
Questionnaire

4-Year Study
Begun; Frosh
Receive Tests

One hundred freshmen participated in a series of f i v e
tests for the Honors Program
on October 27, 28, and 29.
Participants were chosen on
the basis of results of the O.A.
I.S. Tes t, which was administered- in September to the ent ire freshmen class to determine the creative potential of
the learning student. Those
students selected for the Honors Program did esceptionally
well in this earlier testing.
According to
Dr.
Garb,
chairman of the Honors Program Committee, the purpose
of this testing is to further test
the learning capacity of t h e
participants. The results w i 11
be used in a follow-up study of
their academic achievement
and creative work over the
next four years.
In charge of conducting the
testing were Dr. Angers a n d
:\1rs. Jones, both from t h e
Counseling Department. D r .
Ross is responsible for the organization of a team of twenty
faculty
members who
will
evaluate the results of t h e s e
Gestalt - Jackson Tests. Other
members of the Committee
who assisted in the testing include: Dr. A. Rice, Dr. E.
Wendt, Dr. N. Smith and Mr.
Polsky.

Mr. Davidson feels that since
women comprise the majority
of the student body, an attractive program must be p r e sented to prompt the women
to ask escorts to attend.
Bes ides giving their opinion,
the students were asked t o
answer a number of specific
questions. The College Center
Board hopes for a response
from the entire student body,
whether or not they attended
Fall Weekend. They are to
submit their replies as quickly
as possible, in the container
provided in the CoUege Center.

Lecture To Be
Presented By
Renata Club
The Renata Club will meet
in the East R oom on November
10, 1965, at 2:00 p.m. to hear
Mrs. Rystrom s peak on "Problems of Practice Teaching."
There will be a discussion following the lecture. Questions
will be welcomed at this time.
Coffee will be served. Everyone is welcome to attend.
Renata Club members can
be found by the windows in the
cafeteria at the College Center
on Wednesdays at 2 p.m. They
discuss various topics that interest them at that time. Students are also welcomed, to this
weekly function.

P ag e 3

Advice To Freshmen :
The In Things To Do
B y Jeff Gre e nfi e ld

{CPS) Counting up people who are In and Out or the Best in the World or the Most With It
is one of the most O.K. things to be found doing this year. Scared freshmen who tried to pose as
knowledgeable upperclassmen by chopping up peyote cactus or walkin g around with paint-smeared
bluejeans now run around shouting about Unconscious Middle Camp of Classic Neo-Pop or the
Most Sixties People There Are.
Even more important than knowing what is In or Out is the facility to handle those In and Out
things as though you knew what they meant. In an effort to help the -struggling newcomer, I offer a
series of the O.K. things to be t.alking about this semester, to~ether with indices of In or Outness, and
the proper words to mutter.
sy group. The pure Classicists t!ry sign of riding high into its
Lord of the R ing - 95 per will be scornful as ever, sincu
third year of O.K.ness. It is
cent In. This trilogy by J .R.R. the music was written aftet
vital, however, not to ask the
Tolkien (initials important) is 1750. (note: "A Lover's Con
old questions. Everyone knows
clearly the most overall O.K. certo," wh1<..11 used a Bacl\ who Cato was; we all kno\,.
book of the semester. It's well tune, should be described i n
that young Clark Kent's girl
written, and its great to read. terms like "prostitution!' or friend was Lana Lang o f
Know by heart the proper "criminal !")
Smallville. Do not ask these
word-keys:
questions.
Try these for guarImportant word keys :
"The paperback edition ruinanteed results:
"God, the Stones say it all!"
ed it. I hope he sues the bloody
"What was the circulation of
"God, the Byrds say it all!"
shirt off them." (The book is
"God, did you dig Dylan's the Daily Planet?" (There is
British: ergo, "bloody.")
fantastic putdown in 'Positive- no answer. Make up your own.
"Enchanting!"
somewhere between 300,000
ly Fourth Street'?"
"Superbly
evocative child
two million, and cite a 1947
"God, Donovan says it all!'
like fantasy with just th e
Action Comic to support you.)
"I can't believe the Lovin'
right touch of anachronistic Spoonful record on the Kama
" What was Johnny Quick's
social satire."
Sutra label." (This informasecret
formula?"
(Johnny
The trilogy should maintain tion is worth 12 Master Points, Quick appeared as backup
roughly the quantity of Inness provided it has not yet appearman for Superman or Batman
until mid-March, or about the ed in Time or Newsweek, i n
in either Action or Detective
time you have finished read- which case you lose six.)
Comics, during the years when
ing it.
Folk-rock may die out as the Flash was in exile. Hi s
Folk Rock-87 per cen t In
early as December. Y o u
formula, which turned him inUnless your set was violently should th.en be alert to Carols- to the fastest man in the galpro - Dylan B.E.G. (Before Rock, t h e new fad w h i c h axie, was 3 d 2 (9yz) 4a. ( lt
Electric Guitar), the new Dy- should pop up about Christ- doesn't work.)
lan bit is clearly O.K. Sonny mas.
"Who played th e monster
N os talgia - 90 per ce nt In.
and Ch.er are to be ridiculed
in
'The Thing'? " (Answer:
at your own risk; the wrong This trend of dredging up
James Arness. No kidding.)
inflection about Sonny's pos- memories of old comics, mo"What was the name of the
sum fur vest can be disas- vie serials, and other artifacts Venusian - born spaceman in
trous among the artsy - craft- of war-baby youth shows ev'Tom Corbett, Space Cadet'? ..
(Astro. The radar man wiseguy was Roger.)
Nostalgia is O.K. at an~·
party not attended by 75 per
cent or more New Yorkers.

Rehearsal Begins For
NSC's ''Billy Biar''

The Theatre Guild is rehearsing for their first production of
the new season, "Billy Liar," which will be presented in the new
auditorium on November 23 and 24.
Set in a northern English town, the play revolves around Billy
Fisher, a suibbling adolescent. Beneath the comedy, however, lies
the tragic story of an imaginative youth desperately trying to escape from his clicheridd-en background. Billy, a
combination of Walter M i t t y
and Holden Caufield, finds it
impossible to exist in a real
world and even harder to communicate in it. The play slips
Gloria Cordero has been apfrom the real to Billy's dream
pointed Vice President of the sequences where he easily
Sophomore
Class
replacing
solves his problems (one o!
Carl Stafford.
the biggest, being engaged, to
three
girls simultaneously.
Miss Cordero was appointed
to the position by the ExecuDavid Drapper heads t h e
tive Board from fifteen applicast in the title role, which
cants after a letter calling was originally created by Alfor applications was published
bert Finney in 1960. Mr. Drap
in the Independent. The candi- per is well acquainted with the
dates were interviewed
and
theatre through his work in the
judged by their past experi- Foot Hills Playhouse dudng
ence, class participation, and
past summe rs. David W a 1 d
ability. Gloria has served on portrays Billy's father. David
many committees, Carnival,
has been directly involved, i n
Hazing Committee,
Election the Theatre Guild since his
Committee,
and
Freshmen
freshman year. Judy M a t Dance Committee, to name a
thews makes her debut as Alfew. She is also Secretary of
ice, Billy's mother. Pete r
the Young Democratic Club of Pearce, who was seen l a s t
her hometown.
year in t h r e e productions,
The vice presidential office plays Arthur, Billy 's friend.
entails many duties, which inJean Medoff, Virginia D a re
clude supervising a committee
and Pat Yuknavage portray
under the Executive Board,
Barbara, Rita, and Liz, t h e
functioning in the capacity o[ three "engagees."
organizer of specific commit..
" Billy Liar" is directed by
tees such as Carnival, Social
Committee, and Communica- J.L. Lowenstien. Mr. Lowen•
tions Committee, the last bestien is not new ~o either diing a new group dealing with
recting or to "Billy Liar,"
i n t er c I as s
communicasince he first presented t h e
tions through representatives
play at Pennsylvania S t at e
from each section.
Miss Cordero has stated that
University.
she intends to do all in her
Rember, curtain time is
power to represent the class in
8:00 P.M.
the best way possible.

Cordero Fills
Empty Post
Of Soph. V.P.

who are tired of playing this

else.
84 per
cent Out. He's too efticient, ha
can't dance the !rug, and he
just is Not Cool. Do not imitate his accent unless you are
really good at it. It is trickier
than you think. Keywords:
"Can you imagine Kennedy
blowing the Dominican bit!"
" Ladybird, for God's sake!"
"Who?" (If done right, you
win the whole game.)
gam e. And e ve rything

Lyndon Johnson -

Eight Foreign
Students Given
Tea By CCUN
A Tea for Foreign Students
was held, on Wednesday, October 27. The eight foreign students met with members of the
Collegiate Committee of t h e
U nited Nations in the E a st
Room for the social gathering
T h e eight
students come
from six different countries.
Seveh· of the fo r eign students
live i7i ·the dormitories here
while 'one lives off campus.
Amon g the foreign students
are two sisters from Haita: Julia and Julie Eustache. Julia
is a G. E. Major while Julie
majors in Early Childhood Education. Two students come
from Nigeria: Grace Oninemn.
a General Elementary Major
and M. Chukwareke, a senior
English major. Other foreign
students include Avedis Ayvazian, a Senior math major.
Mispah Nayo, a science major
from Ghana ; Indra Ariyal, a
Graduate Student from Nepal
and a Freshman Early Childhood major from Hong Kong.
(Continued on page 7 )
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Katzenbach Labels SDS1
Communist Infiltrated
WASHINGTON, D. C. (C. P. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S.) _ A new hunt for com- especially
characteristic
of
the parade route, small groups
munists may be one result of Communist tactics.
char ged the marchers
and
last weekend's (Oct. 15-16) proThe
subcommittee's study, were quickly hauled, back by
tests Of the wi·dening Uni·ted
.
police. No arrests were made
prepared at Dod d ,s d irectlon,
States role in the Vietnam w~r.
conceded that "the great maduring the march.
In Chicago on Sunday night, jority" of persons who differ
In Berkeley, thousands
of
U. S. Attorney General Nicholas with the ad-ministration's pollstudents gathered in a plaza at
Katzenbach claimed that '-'umcy in Vietnam are " loyal A- the civic center. An estimated
munists are active in the
mericans." But the study s ug10,000 marchers were turned
marches and demonstrations gested that leaders in the anti- back by police as they atemtptprotesting the war in Vietnam war movement have failed to
ed to march to Oakland Army
and that the justice department prevent or limit Communist in- Base Friday night. A second
has begun an investigation.
filtration of their ranks and effort to march to the base on
Kazenbach
charged
that have thus left control to people Saturday after an all-Right visome Communists were work"who are openly sympathetic
gil Friday night was also reing for the Students for a Deto the Vietcong and openly hosbuffed.
tile to the United States."
mocratic S ociety, a national
A number of faculty memgroup that has been a leader in
In a chapter of the report tit- bers from the Uni versity
of
the anti-war movement. The 1e d "B'10graph'1ca1 N o t es
Cali'foi•n1·a, among them P1·of.
on
attorney general said he
is
Owen Chamberlain, a nobel
Some of the Participants, " 19
waiting results of his departlaureate in chemistry, were
·
t·1gat ion
·
t o d e t er- academicians are listed
as r eported to be among the
men t ,s mves
mine the strength of SDS and sponsors of the Inter-university marchers.
whether there are any direct Committee for Public Hearings
The Vietnam Day Committee
ties between the group andon Vietnam and- are said to
the Communist Party.
at Berkeley plans to attempt
have "peTsistent records
of the march again early in NoKatzenbach cited
federal Communist sympathies and/
vember, with sympathy prolaws against aiding and abetor of association with known tests organized in Washington
ting persons to avoid the draft
by the National Coordinating
and described SDS pamphlets Communists and known ComCommittee
to end the War.
munist movement and front
that were distributed, at several rallies that tell how to avoid
organizations."
military service.
Meanwhile, impressed with
Paul Booth, a spokesman for
their weekend showing, leadSDS, said Monday that "our
program is perfectly legal. We ers in the movement have
are advocating that people
pressed plans for a March on
shoul d
become conscientious Washington against the
war.
objectors, not draft dodgers." The march, now being organSDS leaflets and literature do
ized by SANE, an established
not ad,vise people to avoid the
pacifist group, will be
held
procedures of the Sel ective Nov. 27 and will include rallies
Project Headstart, the govService Act, he said, but to file
at the White House and
the ernment sponsored program
with their draft boards as con- Washington Monument.
for pre-kind,ergarten
children
scientious objectors.
"Most importantly," Booth
The weekend demonstrations from cultually disadvantaged
said, "we feel that the attorranged from a par ade of 10,000 areas, got off to a headstart
ney general 's drumming up of down New York's Fifth Avenue
here at Newark State this past
the Communist issue
only to a memorial service for Vietsummer.
serves t·o obscure the real is- nam war dead at Purdue Unisue which is the war in Viet- versity. Similar demonstraUnder the direction of Mrs.
nam." He said that SDS would tions were held overseas and in Edna Salt, Chairman of the
be willing to explain its proCanada. In London, some 20 Early Childhood Department,
' gram to any interested group,
pickets marched in front of the 378 college educated, people
including representatives
of American Embassy while othwere intensively trained for a
in Trafalgar period of six days, Monday
the justice d,epartment when e rs paraded
and if they inquire.
Square.
thru Saturday from 8:30 to 4:In a staff study released last
30. These trainees were sent
North
Vietnam's
official
week, the Senate's Internal Senewspaper, Nhan D an, describ- from their surrounding comcurity
Subcommittee
also
ed the protests as a "hammer munities, oriented at Newark
charged that the demonstraState, then back to their comblow at the J ohnson clique."
tions have "clearly passed inmunities to woTk at Headstart
to the hands of Communists
T he New York marchers centers.
and extremist elements."
were greeted by jeers and ocA staff of 17 carefully selectSen. Thomas J . Dodd (Dcasional violence. Eggs were
ed psychologists with wid,e exConn.), vice - chairman of the thrown and several demonstrasubcommittee, said, that the
tors were splashed with
red perience in working with children served as leaders in trainweekend demonstrations were paint. At several points along
ing these people. In addition to
Dr. Zolr and Dr. Frances Abe- these 17, a staff of about eight
les. It will also cover the costs psychologists were employed
of secretarial assistance a n d
as
consultants
a n d were
materials.
brought in on a daily basis.

Summer At NSC
Sees Begrnning
Of "Headstart"

Grant Finances
Research For

New Curriculum
The Math Department b a s
announced that it has received
a $7,400 grant from the U. S.
Office of Ed,ucation. T h e
grant, which was applied for by
the department head, Dr. Edward Zoll, was effective as of
November 1, 1965.
According to Dr. Zoll, th e
grant will be used to develop a
n ew curriculum for h i g h
school geometry. The specific
plan is to reorganize the present system so that the properties of the R eal Number
System will be referred t o
more frequently than t h e y
a re in the present method of
study.
This grant will provide r e lease time for two professors,

Dr. Zoll a dded that he hopes
this grant will be the first of a
series which will enable the
Math Department to enlarge
the present project by setting
up experimental math curriculums in area high schools.

Wilkins Gives
( Continued from page 1)

public school teacher m a y
speak as a citizen , as a member of a learned profession and
as an officer of an educationa l
institution without censorship
or discipline so long as he upholds the scholarly standards
of his profession. Obviously, he
has an obligation always to
make clear that he either is or
is not acting as a spokesman
for the in stitution with which
he is associated."
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Hughes Gives Speech,
To Capacity Audience
by Dennis Devierin
Governor R ichar d J. Hughes, in his visit to Newark State College
on Friday October 29, made his most pertinent comments on h is
goals in higher education. H is talk centeted around questions posed
to him by the Graduate Student Association, which sponsored the
program.
The key question pointed out
that New Jersey is first in ex- caucus, thereby killing them.
port of students, and asked the He went on to say that if reGovernor w hat course of action elected, he would abolish the
caucus in New Jersey permanhe recommended.
ently.
Hughes recommended that we
Governor Hughes also pointincrease state expenditur es,
ed
out to the SRO crowd that
pointing out that New Jersey is
considered a parasite state by New J ersey had signed a commany other states, and that pact of states which provides
many states are making it in- that the states will share eduideas, and
which
creasingly difficult for New J er- cational
sey students to get into their states t h e position that th e
state schools. Hu ghes went bn Federal government must reto say that the R epublican par- main the junior partner i n
ty, six members in particular, states' decisions on education.
had voted against impor- This compact, which has t h e
tant bills on €-ducation to further unanimous support of all the
their own political goals, and governors, will be made a legmentioned as an example the islative resolution in 1967.
In reply to other questions,
incentive scholarship program
he had tried to establish with Hughes pointed out that N e w
available funds amounting to Jersey's constitution provides
$600,000. Other facts Hughes that no person shall be disbrought out included the fact criminated against because of
that New J ersey has the sec- race, color, or ancestry as reond best schol arship plan in gards public schools. Hughes
the country (behind N e w expressly stated that his opYork), aiding 12,000 students ponent had made no attempt
w ith scholarships, and 6,000 to discuss the campa ign issues.
w ith loans.
H ughes'
closing statement
was
that
his
goal was to use
On
educational improvehis power, if re-eiected, as
ment, Hughes admitted t h a t
his bond issue and income tax Woodrow Wilson defined politproposals had failed, but point- ical p ower - for a large and
ed out that the 100 million dol- definite purpose in t.he interest
lars spent in the last f o u r of the people.

years was far more than in
previous N.J. history.
Hughes further indicted t h e
Republican - Senate when h e
pointed out t hat many bills
never get to the Senate floor
because the Republican - dominated caucus holds the main
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The office of Economic Opportunity in Washington has
asked Newark State to make
appl ication for continuation of
the Head-start effort during the
year, particularly in training
personnel for the Child Development Center throughout the
state.
At the present time,
the
Early Childhood Department is
going on with the work in acting as consultants for various
community action groups.
Although the program was
organized in_ a very short period of time, it was considered
very successful. The true success can be measured in the
attitudes of the children, who,
it is reported, respond much
differently than the usual child
from
these
disadvantaged
neighborhoods because they
were given a "headstart".

Everythh1g on our Art Supply Rack
Liinited tune Only
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FOOTNOTES
Five, Six, Seve n, Eight
I Don' t Want to
Demon trate
BY MIKE LUSSEN

As speculation grows that Madame Nu may appear as a center
foldout in Playboy Magazine, nationwide protests continue to build
up over our policy (?) in Vietnam On the one hand, we have the
Leftists who burn their draft cards at public rallies. Acually, the
real reason for this is that the anti-administration speeches create
such a "draft", that a small
bonfire is needed to s u pp I y growing change in attitude
warmth. Also to be taken into around the world which advoaccount is the probability that cates "Revolution." In fact
radicals of this ilk are usually many feel that the Genovese
prone to pyromania. In the crowd in itself is also "Revollpast, great books were burned ting."
Perhaps, in retrospect, we
in an effort to destroy t h e
should
not be so quick to shoot
ideas which they symbolized;
a rather ineffective approach the idealistic young Communist guerrillas. After all, they
to the problem.
want "peace" as much as we
In reality, however, most do: a "piece" of this and a
college students would not "piece" of that. ..
But, i n t h e end result, a
think of burning their draft
Communist take - over might
cards, since these are needed
in the purchase of "draught" not be too bad in South Vietnam; or at least so that Antibeer.
Administration people seem to
On the other hand, we see think. In theory, this would
the "estremists" on the Right make Vietnam into a kind of a
who believe that the adminis- "buffer - state," a Communist
tration should, in fact, bomb government which is not aligneveryone who has not cow-tow- ed with China. Later on, i f
ed to American foreign policy, we're lucky, we can even turn
a n d that dissenters in this Thailand into a Communist
country should be tried for "buffer" state, then Cambodia,
treason. (Chauvanism can be then . . .
Yes, we certainly have a
fun.)
right to demonstrate if we see
And so we find ourselves befit. This is a truism. At the same
leagured by a mass of demon- time, we hav.e the r ight to give
strators, on both sides of the the Communists and neutralfence, all of whom, in the long ists the wrong impression as to
run, i>.re !or "peace". I n face, the real stand of the American
they are so much for peace people. We even have the
that
anyone w h o disagrees "right" to give our bleeding,
with them will get punched
dying fi ghtin g men in Vietnam
right in the mouth.
a defeatist attitude and a nice
Of inestimable power as a low morale . . .After all, this is
causative factor on the course a free country isn't it?
which the demonstrations take,
are the various university professors who have decided to
establish the "Ho Chi Minh
Fan Club". (Hes got a beard
too, and even wears sandals, a
P RT
good image for Village Hippies.) At present, the Rutgers " Don' t Send Me Sunshine PatChapter of this fan club seems riot."
to be growing at the fastest
"You make a commitment to
rate. If the present wave of na- some kid," says Joe Chrobak,
tional
unrest continues
to "and once you make it you must
grow, we w i 11 be forced to follow it through. This is difwithdraw t w o divisions
of ferent from all the clubs and
troops from Vietnam in order organizations on campus whose
to secure the military safety functions are hayrides and afof the Metropolitan area in ternoon teas. This is a deal you
New York, (agressors from
make with a kid; if you don't
the North) and New Jersey, go all the way down the line
(slightly to the south, but in with him, if you let him down,
danger of infiltration).
then maybe you've maimed
"!ntellectuals," such as the the kid for the rest of his life.
controversial Genovese, have If you don't put a kid's faith
and trust high up on your list
stated that they welcome a
Viet Cong victory. Such is the of important things in life,
then S. C. A. T. E. doesn't
want you; we don't need joiners and we don't need- middleof-the-roaders. We need people
who think that helping deprived children is one of the most
APT. AVAILABLE. Spacious,
important things in the world.
modern 3 room apartment
When you make a deal with a
just off campus. Perfect for
kid, you might be the first pernewly-wed student. Available
son in bis life who's ever cared
Dec. 1st or Jan. 1st. 527 North
about him - and you make a
Ave., Elizabeth. Apt. 4B; 351deal with your own conscience,
5862; $115. Susan Bernstein,
too. It's too big a thing to back
\/1.B. No. 41.
down on."
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Ideas Listed
Teach-In Takes Novel
For Interior of
Pro-Washington
College Union Stand:
Washington (CPS) - A different kind of teach-in, one supporting
"Planning large and allowing
for future increasing of activities and numbers of students"
was seen as an important consideration in planning for
a
college union building in a report given by the sub-committee on interior of the Committee of Ten. The report was presentec, at the October 28th
meeting of the Ten.
F u r ther
recommendations were made by the subcommittee that the interior
"express the purpose of the union building and can assist in
creating the union atmosphere."
Specific suggestions included
a snack bar with automatic
vending machines, communication center ( post office, telephone, Western Union), book
and supply store, combination
lounge and television room,
study area, publication offices, meeting rooms, ad-ministration offices, recreation rooms,
ballroom and information center. Other areas include bulletin boards, trophy cases, rooms
for storage, delivery areas, refuse rooms, rest rooms and
food areas.
Committee members George
Wirtz and Alan Ban reported
on their trip to the Association
of College Unions Conference
in Delaware which was attended by stud-ents from New Jersey, New York, Delaware and
eastern Pennsylvania. The conference included a panel d iscussion on union leadership
and programm ing. T hese two
topics will be further discussed
during lhe Committee of Ten's
visitation to Wisconsm.

the administration's policy in Vietnam, drew 500 people here Saturday in a counter move to the weekend's "National Days of Protest"
demonstrations going on across the country.
Sponsored by a bi-partisan group consisting of the College Young
Republicans, College Young-- - -- - - - - - - - - Democrats, Young Americans shout their opposition to the adfor Freedom in Vietnam" pre- ministration policy."
sent€-d a series of strong conAn afternoonpanel of profesment policy advocates to a pre- sors agreed that the purpose of
dominately collegiate audience. the war in Vietnam was to conThe huge ballroom of the Intain and defeat Communism.
ternational Inn was the setting Prof. Franz Michael of George
for the group of well-dressed Washington University said that
collegians, occasionally sport- despite any internal conflicts,
ing "Beat the Vietcong" button the Communist world, still had
but the total number of partic"a common movement empire
cipants fell far short of the 1,500 but from world Communism."
predicted by the teach-in organ
A panel of four students, all
of whom had spent the summer
izers.
in Vietnam, departed from the
The climax of the day-long af- day's discussion of the war and
fair came with a march to the
American foreign policy, callSouth Vietnamese embassy for
ing instead for a "people-toan exchange of friendship vows
people" approach to the con"We've been in touch with the flict. "We tend to think of Viet
White House on this," announce
nam as a war, not a country,"
THEYAF representative in call- said, Donald Emerson, who reping people to the march, and
resented the World University
200 students responded for an Service on his tour of Vietnam.
orderly police-escorted walk to
The students received the
the embassy.
most
enthusiastic
response
of
the
day
in
their
plea
for biThe keynote speaker of the
morning session, Sen. Thomas partisan campus efforts to
J. Dodd (Conn.), failed to reach the economically-deprive
show up but sent an aide to people of the war torn counpraise the gathering for speak- try.
ing for the "scores of thousands of students and academicians across the country who
support the administration's
commitment on the freedom of
Vietnam." Those who support
the administration, Dodd's statement said, "now understand
that they can no longer afford
t he luxury of remain ing silen t
while a minority of pacifists
(Continued from page 2/
and confused liberals and comow, Now
munists and other extremists

SOUND
and
FURY

To the Editor:

The S. C.A. T.E. Story

CLASSIFIED

urnished room available, to
tare w ith girl student, walkg distance to campus and
ross from YMHA. Call eve.
, 3-0770.
R SALE: 1957 Chevy stick

Good cond. Call 382-2245
,r 6 p.m.

I sit in the S. C. A. T. E. office and I watch t he student
tutors coming in to pick up
their assignments. The girls
dress as though they had a
heavy date or a placement interview. The guys come into
the office with their books and
they are wearing maybe a Newark State blazer or a sweater, but their ties are in their
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J. J. CLARKE

pockets and their sports' coats
are hanging in their cars. They
have tight smiles on their faces when they leave the S. C. A.T. E. office, all of ~hem, because they are going down to
Newark or Elizabethport to
third-rate schools with roaches
as big as dogs in the cafeterias
and dirty words written on the
walls of the corridors. They
are going to these run-down
places because they made personal deaJs with underprivileged kids and they don't want to
let them down. They leave the
S. C. A. T. E. office with tight
smiles and they put on their
shimmering, invisible ed ucator
robes, and they have this terrible dignity about them as
they go.
"Let's give cred-it where it's
due," says Joe, "Dr. Wassermann and Mrs. Fry and Mr.
Niblack; they can always be
counted upon - so can a handful of student tutors. But what
do you tell 800 kids who need
help? They want something
they can hold on lo, something
they can touch. 'Next time'
doesn't mean very much to a
kid who has been overlooked
all his life. We need people, all
right, but we need the right
kinds of people. You keep the
summer soldiers; don't send
me sunshine patriots; we need
people who care and are willing to work."
I listened for maybe twenty
minutes while Chrobak spoke
about S. C. A. T. E.'s plans. He

said they were considering a
T- group thing which would be
caJled, cryptically, "Encounter" and he said that it would
bring together some of the deprived children, and, a graduate student trainer and some
S. C. A. T. E. personnel. He
said he thought a lot of good
could be done with that kind
of medium. He spoke of the Ad-ult Education Program that is
now in progress, that it was a
"joint effort" of the Citizen's
Council of Elizabethport and
S. C. A. T. E. Joe Chrobak and
all the people in S. C. A. T. E.
like these new ideas. They
like progress. They care about
people.
Chrobak stopped speaking
suddenly. He took a crumpled
necktie out of the desk and a
sport coat off the wall. He had
an assignment and- he wasn't
going to be late.
He put on his tight smile and
bis terrible dignity and he
walked out of the S. C. A. T. E.
office toward the parking lot.

Fred Flugg
1

Coming

Ha anyone
een the Dorm

Gate yet?

At a recent College Center
Board meeting the membership discussed the students'
use of the facilities in t h e
Sloan Lounge. It had been
noted by members of the College administration that this
area has been designated as
a "formal" lounge.
The board is fully aware of
the fact th at the stuoent poplation
IS
"cramped"
for
lounging space. Yet we are
concerned that what little
space we have be used - not
abused. The prohibition of
smoking is necessary in this
area. . .And we are confident
that Newark State students
will appreciate the existence
of what we have - in a mature, adult manner.
Thank you,
College Center Board

Hit and Run
To 'the Editor:
If ~omeone from N e w a r k

State •~itnessed the following
accident and noticed some detail that would help lo locate
the driver at fault ,I would apprceiate the information.
These are the details: 0 n
Friday, October 22, 1965, at
about ten minutes to f i v e
o'clock I was driving west on
Morris
Avenue. At Azalea -.,
Road, Union, where I slowed
down because the car ahead
slowed, the car behind crashed into the rear of my car, a
light green Rambler two-door,
causing $200 damage. While I
was pulling past the intersection and to the side of the road
to get out of traffic, tl-1! 1 e i
car which hit me turned into
Azalea R oad and, got away. At.
( Continued on page 6)
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Sound and Fury

Seate To P'resent An Graduate Area
Encounter To Tutees Problems Aired
"Encounter" is a program sponsored by the Student Committee
for Advancement Through Education (SCATE). This program will
beginjn early November.
The purpose of Encounter, according lo Joe Chrobak, is to attempt to establish a "more satisfactory" means of communication
between the SCATE tutors and
through vicarious experience
the children whom they tutor.
"Encounter" will try to erase
As an explanation of the phrase
these
images.
"m01·e satisfactory," Mr. Chrobak has stated that it is very
"Encounter" will be conduct..
difficult for a tutor from a mided in the T-group method. That
dJe class income family and a is, there will be a group of 10
child. who lives in poverty to or tweJve people tutors and tur each a common level of under- tees and one trainer who will
all undergo what has been termstanding. Because of a lack of
exposure to each other's envir- ed "a concentr ated lesson in
sensitivity." They will come toonment, continues Mr. Chrogether and discuss whatever
bak, both the tutor and the tutee are willing to accept the they wish in an attempt to get
to know each other better and
stereotype images of one anto establish a relationship in
other wh ich they have received
which trust wiJl be the significant element.

Work Complete;
Council Bylaws
Undergo Change

The new const1tut1ons

...

tatistics
Intramural
WR
Page even
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(Continued from page 1)
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The new auditorium will be
available lo facu!Ly, s tudent,
and outsid<! groups in D e cember of this year. Organizations are now askin g f o r
booking as far in advance as
May; so, if you wish to use
the new auditorium, please let
us know.
All requests, even tentative
ones, shouJd be made through
Miss Orletsky's office within
the next two weeks. Don't.
lose your time through defauJt.
Deadline for requests: NOVEMBER 19, 1965.
Office of theDean of Students

IS
COI\flNG

Watch

McLaughlin
( Continuec. from page l)

ber. Only those who attended
the orientation program on October 14th are e ligible to run.
Voting machines will be utilized in the council election.
Because of the proximity of
election day, November 2nd,
machines could not be acquired for the elections of the 29th.
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62. Struck with wonder
66. Kind of cheese
67. Always
69. Sidestep
70. Tie Score
71. Wedding Band
72. Edge
73. Recline
74. Satisfy
75. Finished

DOWN
1. Outstrip

2. Ceremony
3. Hebrew month
4. MascuJine Name
5. Rather than
6 .Roundat ions
7. Surface
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Obviously
complete
free- ,7
dom of choice will still not be
available to the student. How- zc
ever, the program is viewed as
a step forward, since t h e
sampling of choices aid i n
scheduling courses according
_z?
to preference. "Spring semester, 1966 is a transition semester," Mr. Loeliger said. -$ I
"To some extent students will
encounter a somewhat more -.,~
liberal choice than before." It
is hoped that once the system ~
has been tried anc perfected,
increased freedom for the student will result in succeeding
semesters.
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HEAR YE!
To the Editor:

31. Brother or Aaron
33. Single thing
34. Drying cloth
36. The Devil
40. Require
42. Nail
44. Masculine
45. Abdicate
47. Giver
49. Pasture
50. Thin Metal disk
52. Ammunition
54. Serpent
57. Staff
58. Cheerfulness
59. Ripe
61. Female rabbit

1. Automobile necessity
6. Thwart
10. Spoken
14. Kind of duck
'15. Operatic solo
16. Father
17. Gaze
18. Discovered
'19. Eve's consort
20. Semester
21. Vegetable
22. Comfort
24. Part of the eye
26. Cry of a crow
27. Scarlet
28. Firearm

Elective Choice

COUP D'ETAT

FRED

the
Independent
TOY.

]8th I sue

CROSSWORD PUZZLE No. 10

distributed on October 29 to
council members. They have
two weeks to discuss it and finally accept or reject it. If aecepted by the council, the constitution will be available to
the student body. After another two weeks, an all-school election will decide if the new
constitution is to be used.
According to Al Record, president of the Student Organization, "The new constitution
is workable and couJd prove to
have many assets".

The

T he seventh annual New J ersey State College Leadership
Conference took place October
29 here at Newark State College. The theme was "Problems and Issues in Graduate
Education in New Jersey State
Colleges." T he conference continued through most of the day
and included numerous lectures, group discussions and
panel discussions.
John Kinsella represented
Newark State College in the
panel discussion and Dr. Selma Wassermann, Professor of
Education, also of Newark
State, gave her reactions to the
panel. Sadie Richmond-, Evalua tor, Graduate Program, partic ipated in a group discussion
entiUed "Sixth Year Programs
vs. Doctorate Programs."
The program was based on
three assumptions. First of all,
in order to improve Graduate
programs in the State Colleges,
active participation must be
encouraged. and permitted to
function. Secondly, cooperative
discussion and planning among
leaders of the several colleges
is essential and must be encouraged. Finally, the improvement of Graduate Education and the State College
will come about when additionaJ support is received at all levels.

The sessions will be held once a
week for ten consecutive weeks.
"Encounter" is an experimental
program. If it proves to be successful, states Mr. Chrobak, "it
will be conducted again on a
large,· scale."

were

soon as his tuition is paid. He
w ill not need yellow class ad.mission cards since the professor will have an I BM printed
class roster.

At Conference

The trainer will be a person
experienced in working in the
field of group dynamics across
c lass lines. The trainer has not
yet been chosen.

Last spring, a committee or
students was initiated to revise
the constitution of the Student
1
Organization. The organization
felt this committee was neces, sary because the old constitution was vague and inadequate.
Responsibilities of council
members are restatec in the
new document along with
a
provision that student fees will
be reviewed by the council in
December of every
year.
SCATE· will become a member
of the _standing committee. A
new committee on Human Relations will also be formed.

(Continued from page S)

least one headlight was smashed on the red car.
If the Independent c o u I d
print an item asking if anyone
who s a w the
accident, o r
knows of a red car with a
smashed headlight, to get i n
touch with me, I should appreciate it.
Sincerely yours,
Alice P. Thompson
Secretary to the President
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8. L ay back
9. Sunflower state
10. October birthstone
11. Electronic device
12. Speedily
13. Become crippled
14. Aviator
23. Is obligated
25. Decay
26. Punctuation mark
28. Small body of water
29. Arrow poison
30. Appear
31. Fleshy vine frwt
32. Man's nickname
35. Forded
37. Of great height
38. Sheltered
39. Tidy
41. Immense
43. Aristocratic
46. Edible rootstock
48. R egret
51. Spires
53. Yeast
54. Fossil resin
55. Wait upon
56. Molds
58. Canyon
60. Penitential period
61. Nick
63. One under p rotection
64. Rim
65. Legal document
68. By way of
69. Biblical character
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Science Stalks the Campus
b y George Morrell
Perhaps one of the most striking features of mid and late autumn
is the changing of color and falling of the leaves of many of our
well trees and shrubs. Although. many factors play a part in this
phenomenon, e.g., light intensity, temperature, and chemical
everyone practicing?
Science on the campus
should be discussed is that of
abscission.
The term abscission is applied to the process whereby
leaves, leaflets, fruits, or other
pla nt parts become detached
from the plant. Leaf abscission
is a characteristic phenomenon
of many species of woody dicols
and is conspicuous during the
autumn period of leaf fall. The
onset of abscission seems to be
regulated uy plant auxins (hormones). Three main stages can
be distinguished in the usual
process of leaf abscission. The
first is the fo rma tion of an abscission layer which is typically
a transverse zone of parenchymatous cells located at the
base of the petiole·. The cells of
t his layer may become differentiated weeks or even months
before abscission actu ally occurs. The second step is the
abscission process proper which
occurs as a result of a d issolution of the middle lamillae of
the cells of the abscission layer.
Th is results in the leaf remaining attached lo the- plant stem
only by the vascular elements
which are soon broken by the
pressure of wind and the pull
of gravity and the leaf falls
from the plant. In the final
stage of the process the exposed
cells of the leaf scar are rende red impervious to waler by
ligi nification and suberization
of the walls. Subsequently other
layers of corky cells develop
beneath the outer \ayer. These
layers eventually become a part
of the periderm of the stem. The·
broken xylem elements of the
leaf scar become plugged with
gums and tyloses and the phloem e-lements become compressed and sealed off.
In some kinds of plants an
abscission layer is only imperfectly formed and in many
s pecies, no abscission layc·r develops at the base of the petiole.
In a few othe r herbaceous species of which coleus, begonia,
and fuchsia are examplc-3, an
abscission does develop. In the
majority of the herbaceous species, however, -and in some
woody types, there is no true
abscission process. In such herbaceous species most or all of
the leaves are retained until
the death of the plant. Of the
woody plants falling into this
categor y (e.g., shingle oak,
Quercus imbricaria) the leaves
are shed by only mechanical
disruption from the plant. Abscission of the fruits of apple
and many other species occurs
in much the same manner as
abscission of leaves. The abscission of apple fruits can be
artificially retarded by spraying

FACULTY NOTICES
Dr. Lillian Putnam was keynote speaker at the Belleville
Council of the Interna tional
Reading Association meeing,
October 18.
Dr. Edward Zoll and Harriet
Kavanagh were consultants at
a workshop on modern mathematics for Livingston public
school teachers, October 11.

NSC's Science
Department
Increases Size
by George Morrell

This year the Science Department has every right to be
proud of the new additions t o
their staff. The Elizabeth Da ily
Journal is currently interviewing these eight additions for a
se ries in their n ewspaper on
the science c urriculum at Newark Stale.
New Physical E ducation majors will soon become familiar
with Mr. Muzio, who will be
teaching not only biology, but
human anatomy and physiology also. He has taught at the
Englewood Hospital School of
Nursing and at present he is
working on his doctorate.
Dr. Scherp, after receiving
his education at Goettenger University in West Germany and
ea.ming his Ph.D. Cum L aude,
migrated to Canada. From Canada, permission was granted
for him to migrate once more,
this time to Newark State
Campus where he now teaches
Geology.

Sigma· Kappa
Phi Replaces
HazewithHelp
In lieu of traditional sorority
hazing, Sigma Kappa Phi Sorority has again voted to forego
the usual hazing procedure for
a type of initiation which will
serve the college, the faculty,
and the college organizations.
The sisters of EKO are turning · " Hell Week" into "Help
Week" by offerin g a free helpin g hand to any faculty member or student organization
who wishes to participate as a
recipient in " Help Week."
E ach F.KO pledge w ill serve
a total of six hours from Wednesday, No~ember 17 through
Friday, November 19. Last
year, EKO could not fulfill all
requests, so to be fa ir, they are
operating on a first come first served basis. To be assured of a pledge's help, please
submit your request early.
Any faculty member or any
president of a student organization or club who wishes to
avail themselves of free help
in alphabetizing, filing, typing,
clerical chores, stuffi ng mailboxes, etc., please contact SUSAN DEFRANCISCO, MAIL BOX 902 by NOVEMBER 5.
State the type of job, the approximate time it will take, the
time by which the job must be
completed, your name and pos ition and where you can be
contacted. You will be notified
concerning your request by November 15.

WRA GAL-ery ~
by Terry Urban

H ave you Hea rd ! Your W.R.A. is not only active on campus but
also on the intercollegiate level. Yes, three d iffer ent activities have
participated with other colleges recently.
Our Robin Hood group wasn' t as successful with Trenton as they
were against Douglass. On Tuesday, October 26th, Jeanette Henderson, Ann Doyle, Patricia MaField Hocke . This will be ;
zur, a nd Bette Woloshen attendy
.,
A
h
Sh
t
t
T
t
double
playday
eu an re ery
oo a
.ren on
. because we are
not only sending a hockey team.
S tale C o11ege. Alth oug h N • S · C ·
but also a voII ey b a JI t earn. G ood
was defeated
by
Trenton,
733
lo
L
· 1s part·1c1p
· at.
uc k l o a 11 the gir
810 .respectively, we are proud
ing.
to say that the top two students
On Tuesday, October 26th, th
were from N. S . C. Jea nette
N.S.C.
T ennis Club hostec., Monscored 300 points and Ann scored
mouth College for its second
243 points. Congratulations girls!
match of the fall. It was our
The field hockey girls are
second loss as a team but two
really seeing some competition of our girls, Bev Churm and
this year. On Tuesday the girls Karen Smegelski won their
had their first game with Upsamatches to the tune of 4-6, 2-6
la College. Another game- is sche- and 2-6, 1-6 respectively. The
duled with Paterson State Colother players were Nancy Farlege on November 9th. This is
ber, Gerri Illipronti, Terry Uralso an away game. The team
ban and Diane Saul!. The future
will be selected from the forty
of the team is looking bright so
girls participating in W.R.A.
watch out for us come spring.
On Friday, October 22nd, approximately one hundrec, and
fifty people enjoyed an evening
of square and folk dancing, un( Continued from p a ge 3)
der the experienced direction of
Ridhey Hole-en. Do not miss •
Kity Sheung. The next activithe next Square Dance wh1c'.1
ty for the foreign students will
will be held in the spring.
be a trip to Douglass College
This is November, the mom'.1
an " International Week- of the All Organization Volle:, for
Tournament.
L:1
end" wi th fo reign students Volleyball
everyone practicing?
from other coll eges. They will
pa r ticipate in seminars discus-

Eight Foreign

s ing inte rnational political relations in addition to o t h e r
group activities.

----------

Before Dr. Labowitz came to
our Science Department , he
had established himself in industry in such corporations as
Shering Pharmaceuticals and
Revlon Cosmetics. He is now
teaching Physical Chemistry
and Physics.

You Say
l

you're ruined three pair of : :,h oes on your

Mr. Hall , presently in the
process of completing his doctorate, came to us from Morgan State College in Maryland.
H aving won seven National
Science Foundation Grants for
preparing teachers in the sciences, Mr. H all is especially
qualified lo teach Earth Sciences at Newark State.

muddy tramps to the ·'Y'.?

L

You Say
you 'r e afraid you'll get electrocuted if you

From the University of Puerto Rico, Dr. Duane Li nden
found his way to our campus.
At the university, he was one
of the Directors of the Atomic
Research teams in Biological
areas.
Mr. Rockman came from
the directorship of Planetarium
Education al the Newark Planetarium. Previous to this, the
taught at Danbury State College in Connecticut. Recently
he was interviewed on the Susan Bond show on radio station WMTR in reference to the
comet seen in the early morning skies. On the same station
he was interviewed during a
telephone conversation on the
evening news by Bob Vessels
as a consultant on the comet.
Mr. H wetson is our gain
from Florida State University.
At Newark State he is teaching Biology, human anatomy
a nd physiology.
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tou ch the dorm fence?

You Sav
.,

\

you've ju t made news and the Inclepen-

the
qmre

Phil Maglia vano's th re e
touchdowns led the sophomore
class to an overwhelming 26-0
victory over the fresh ma1\
class.
Magliavano's touchdowns all
came on passes thrown by
soph quarterback Vinney Danton. The final score by the
class of '68 came on a Bill Robertson to John Anello pass
play.
Robertson also scored his
team's two extra points, the
first one on a run, and the second one on a Danton pass. The
win gave the Sophs a 2-0-1
slate, while the Frosh finished
the season with one win and 3
losses.
Wednesday was to have been
the battle for the championship
but the Juniors failed to produce a team, and the sophs
won the game and champion~
ship by forfeit.

SQUIRE
STATISTICS
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC
NSC

clent pelled your name wrong four time, ?

IS THAT "W1HAT'S TROUBLING

'\\-rite to
i

SOUND & FURY
upport

Intramur.aIs

clo INDEPENDENT

.

Com posite Scores
Srelton 0
Drew 7
Monmouth 4 (dbl ot)
Glassboro 5
4 5t. Pete·rs 2
1 ..Paterson 2 (dbl ot)
1 Trenton 5
O Bloomfield 1
O Rutgers So. Jer. 1
3 Montclair 1
O Jersey City 1

3
O
3
(l.

Bill Grier
John Gluck
John Berardo
Phil Heery
Steve Friedman
Bill Abrams
Gene Mandzy
Manny Barbas
Dave Malo
Bill Saccetto
S3m Sabalivskas

G.
5
3

2
1

1
1
1

1
1
0
0
16

A.

T.
Pts.

1
1
3

11
7

2
10
0

4

7

2
2

0

2

0
0
2

2

2

2

11

2
2

43
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SPO RTS DES K
by Artie Kirk
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Wrestling That Happy Little Man

~

Who's that litUe man skipping up and down the halls, you ask.
It's Mr. Ted Farakalas. Why is he so happy, you say ? Because
Ted Farakalas is Nc.wark States wrestling coach. Why should
anyone be happy about that, you ask. Well, I'll tell you.
Reason number one. Last year the NSC wrestling team failed
dis mally in their fir:ot year as a varsity sport. But when the
season started, only twelve men were on hand for practice and
of these twelve men only one-third had any previous experience.
This year as many as twenty-four men may take to the mats Ior
practice. All of thEse men have previous wrestling experience,
and most of them have wrestled at least three years in high
school.
Reason number two. Last season Coach Farakalas and his
troops were forced to forfeit points in two weight divisions. This
year it looks as if there will be an average of three men per
weight division.
Reason number three. The 1964-65 Squire grablers were forced
to cancel three matches when the original numb£:r c>f participants
were divided in half. With twenty-fou1· men it is doubtful any
of the schedule will h ave to be dropped.

Reason number four. After the almost disastrous failure last
season, no one expected to field a wrestling club, never mind
a va r sity squad. Th€· M .A.A. d id not allot a tentative budget for
the sport but since it seemed unlikely a squad would materialize
no schedule was drawn up. The 1965-66 schedule already s hows
matches against Newark Rutgers, Trenton State College, and New
York Maritime Academy. The possibility of entering a Christmas
Tournament in New York is also being discussed.
Reason number five. Since last winter was the school's first
attempt at the sport, NSC had no veterans. This winter Frank
Tedesco, Bob Cook, Al Musmano, Dave Richter and Ron Palkow
are back for their second year.
Happy TE•d and his boys open practice on November 15; Saturday, December fourth marks the invasion of D' Angola Gym by
the Scarlet Knights from Newark. Although things look good,
:they would look a lot better if even more guys came out for practice.
No one is promisin g immediate success. No one is expecting it.
But if interest survives, success is in the future-the near future.

• • • • •
In last weeks column, I neglected to mention one of the most
important members of the old guard-StE-ve Friedman. Steve is
now injured and his presence on the field is sorely missed by the
Squire booters.

John McVey Elected
Basketball Captain
John McVey, last year's
leading scorer, has been elected captain of the 1965-66 Newark State College basketball
team.
Big John, known to some as
"Satch", came to N. S. C. in
the spring of 1963 after a semester at Union Junior College.
rt

In his first year in a Squire
uniform, Saleh dumped in 235
points for a 10.2 average. Last
year be hit for 366 points and
a 13.6 point per game average.

John McVey

The 6'6", 220 pound senior
science major has hit on 40
percent of his goal attempts
and 68 percent of his free
throws during his career ; giving him a total of 601 points.
Satch, who hails from Cran-

SQUIRES SQUASH RUTGERS
DROP TWO SQUEAKERS 1- 0
Even though they played
their worst soccer of the season, Newark State still managed to dump Rutgers, South
Jersey 3-1. By cashing in on a
couple of big breaks, the
Squires obtained their fourth
victory in ten games. The four
wins ties the school's record
for triumphs in one season, set
in 1961 when N. S. C. compiled
a 4-7 log.
The game opened on a sour
note as Rutger 's Lou Messina
scored befor e t he contest was
five minutes old. T h e Squires
stormed back immediately and
it took them only one minute
to knot the score. Johnnie Berenardo scored he equalizer, his
third goal of the season, on a
pass from Sam Sabaliuskas.
The phlegmatic Newarkers
dragged through three quarters, and entered the fourth
still deadlocked at 1-1 with Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights from
South Jersey then experienced
some Squire hustle as N. S. C.
roared back.
A consta nt barrage at the
Rutgers goals netted nothing in
the opening minutes of the final session, and it looked as if
the Squiremen were headed into their third overtime game.
Then with three minutes remaining, lightening struck as
Bill Grier pounded through his
fifth goal of the season, again
on a pass from Sam Sabaliuskas. Two minutes later, Phil
Heery booted his first college
goal to put the game on ice.

Hard luck
followed
the
Squires
to
Montclair
last
Thursday as the Newark State
hooters dropped a heartbreaker to Montclair State College,
1-0.

The Indian's only goal came
in the third period on a hand
deflected ball. A shot rebounded off a Montclair player's arm
and dropped into the nets. The
referees did not officially recognize the infraction and it
provided Montclair with t he
winning margin.
The entir e game was dominated by N . S. C. offensive
thrusts. Sam Sabaliuskas' luck
was indicative of the entire
team's. S am, returning after
missing three games due to a
leg injury, missed scoring by
the slightest of margins on several different occasions.
But the luck was not only
Sabaliuskas'. The entire N. S.C. squad s hot thirty-eight times
and could not penetrate the
goal for a score.
Especially important to the
Squire offense was the outstanding play of fullbacks, Bill
Grier, last week's Squire Snapshot and George Persson, this
week's honored soccer star.
However, no single players
should be singled out, as the
entire team excelled in the
heartbreaking loss.
However the game is under
protest, as Montclair was
guilty of breaking an NCAA
player limit rule. If the protest is honored, the decision
wiU be reversed.

For the fifth time this season, and the second time in
three days, Newark State's
Squiremen dropped a one goal
verdict; this time they fell to
Jersey City by a 1-0 score.
N. S. C. played their second
straight outstanding game as
they completely out classed
the powerful Gothics before a
screaming crowd of about 100.
Jersey City scored on a fast
break in the second period, on
one of the few attacks the Gothics were able to muster.
The majority of the game
was spent in front of the Jersey City goal, as the squires
consistently pounded away.
Joe Grillo sent the Gothics
goalie into the goal, John Berardo somehow managed to kick
the ball and get entangled in
the inside of the net and yet
the Squires did not get credied with a goal.
Besides these near "misses",
the Squires shot twenty-six other times and still could not
come up with a score. Sam Sabilauskas again managed to
hit the cross bar and Bill Grier
boomed one that just went over
the posts but the game ended
with a frustrated N . S. C.
squad on the short end of the
1-0 score.

SQUIRE :SNAPSHOTS
Squire Sta.tisti~

George Persson

WRA Gal-le r y

is N. S. C.'s blond bomber, full-

This week's Squire Snapshot

I ntramural

ews

All
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ford, could very well become
Newark State's second 1000
point scorer. If so, he would
join another ex-Cranford High
ballplayer, Fred Ball, N.S. C. 's all time top scorer with
1024 points.

back George Persson. It's
George's second season in a
Squire uniform, and through
both seasons he bas been a defensive mainstay.
Before coming to N. S. C.,
the sophomore I. A. major
played three years of varsity
soccer at Kearney High School.
He was also a member of two
New Jersey S tate
League
championship teams.
Big things can be expected
of George in the next
few
years; even now there's talk
of his being named to the All
Conference Squad.

Ge orge P erson

